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Annual Report From The Editor
A time to reflect on a year as GSDL NSW Shepherd news editor.
It has been at times challenging but learning ‘on the job’ and getting more members involved means
that hopefully the issues will improve going forward. The year has seen 5 issues.
The decision by committee to feature show results and where possible pictures has been a very
positive one I think – making the shepherd news a much more visually pleasing publication for all.
There is also the opportunity to advertise in the newsletter – stud dogs, kennels or like the recent
edition – a business. It is disappointing perhaps that not more members have taken this idea up as the
membership list is large and covers all of NSW and branches out to members in other states. I urge
you to get creative, get vocal, and celebrate your dogs’ success with a page in the shepherd news! The
pointscore year is over, so plenty of members now have lots to brag about!
Further to this, we are open to including any interesting stories or articles in the Shepherd News but
these have been few and far between too. I have asked Louis Donald for the ok to publish next year
from his back catalogue of articles in the hope that it might inspire some breed discussion – or even
better, inspire some members to sit down and write something for consideration. A response to
something already included perhaps?
We are open to any suggestions and ideas and this really is the members newsletter! So lets see you
members get involved in the content!
I would like to thank the GSDL of NSW for the opportunity and free licence to put together and
experiment with this years Shepherd News editions and I hope that it continues to grow as a colourful
and informative representation of the very high standard of dogs, breeders, exhibitors and shows
associated with the League club. I for one am always impressed by the depth of quality and the depth
of knowledge here in NSW – that knowledge is there to be tapped into and I would encourage
members to do so. Speak to the executive, speak to the breeders, speak to fellow exhibitors – learn and
grow and continue to succeed – after all ‘every day is a school day’ for those who want to learn.
My further thanks to those who have sent articles for inclusion over the least year and to those who
have in one way or another provided feedback – I am very grateful.
Enjoy this edition then – and as always, enjoy your dogs!

Jo

Shepherd News Advertising
Advertising in shepherd news for members costs $30 per full page ($50 dollars front page) – non members
and commercial adverts prices on application.
ALL members of the GSDL NSW receive Shepherd News by post or email – it is an IDEAL way to advertise
your kennel and spread your news.
Contact Shepherd News Editor – ljcathie@outlook.com

CINDERHOF BELLATRIXX

HAUSILLEVON REY

ADULT BITCH

ADULT DOG

*LAWINE TAKIRA AZ

*VABLO V OSTERBERGER-LAND (Deu) aED

*ANDACHT GYPSY MOTH

PUPPY BITCH LSH

PUPPY DOG LSH

CRYTARA PINK SOX

KUIRAU ORLANDO

ADULT BITCH LSH

ADULT DOG LSH

*JAKNELL RUBY TUESDAY AZ

*SIOBAHN GREYT IMPACT AZ

DAMS PROGENY

SIRES PROGENY

*VLADIMIR GREYT SENSATION

*TOBY VD PLASSENBURG (Deu) Aed

BREEDERS

Graeme and Karen Stevenson

OBEDIENCE DOG

OBEDIENCE BITCH
O Ch SINGHA GREY MIST UDX

GSDL NSW POINTSCORE WINNERS 2017-2018

PUPPY DOG

Congratulations to this years winners and good luck for the year ahead 

PUPPY BITCH

PUPPY BITCH WINNER CINDERHOF BELLATRIX

FEMALE ADULT JOINT WINNER *LAWINE TAKIERA

PUPPY DOG WINNER HAUSILLEVON REY

MALE ADULT WINNER *VABLO V OSTERBERGER-LAND

FEMALE ADULT JOINT WINNER *ANDACHT GYPSY MOTH PUPPY DOG LSH WINNER KUIRAU ORLANDO

PUPPY BITCH LSH WINNER CRYTARA PINK SOX

ADULT MALE LSH WINNER *SIOBAHN GREYT IMPACT

DAMS PROGENY *SIOBAHN GREYT SENSATION AZ SIRES PROGENY *TOBY V D PLASSENBURG (Deu) Aed

OBEDIENCE O Ch SINGHA GREY MIST UDX

ADULT FEMALE LSH WINNER *JAKNELL RUBY TUESDAY

2017/18 GSDL POINTSCORE FINAL PLACINGS 1-3
(Full pointscore listings can be found on the league website)
PUPPY BITCH

PUPPY DOG

48 CINDERHOF BELLATRIXX

35 HAUSILLEVON REY

29 BOSSFACE BOOM BOOM BABY

34 SUNDANEKA NOTORIOUS THUNDER

28 UNSHAUS DJAMIKA

28 SABARANBURG ROLEX

ADULT BITCH

ADULT DOG

99 *ANDACHT GYPSY MOTH AZ / *LAWINE
TAKIRA AZ

114 CH VABLO VOM OSTERBERGER-LAND (DEU)

80 *SUNDANEKA TEQUILA SUNRISE AZ

91 *CH KUIRAU CASEY STONER AZ

63 SUNDANEKA BAILEYS ON ICE

78 *FREINHAUF HANNIBAL AZ

PUPPY BITCH LSH

PUPPY DOG LSH

28 CRYTARA PINK SOX

23 KUIRAU ORLANDO

23 CRYTARA WHATS THE CATCH/ LINDENHELM
FANCY TICKLED PINK

20 SUNDANEKA RIO GRANDE

20 VONOHANA KONO

11 KUIRAU OLYMPUS / HERZIG MAYBE IM
CRAZY

ADULT BITCH LSH

ADULT DOG LSH

84 JAKNELL RUBY TUESDAY

172 *SIOBAHN GREYT IMPACT AZ

68 CRYTARA SILK SOX

72 *SUNDANEKA ALMANDIN AZ

65 KUIRAU KRISTEN

65 LAGO HUGO BOSS

DAMS PROGENY

SIRES PROGENY

204 VLADIMIR GREYT SENSATION

559 TOBY VD PLASSENBURG

193 *XYNA V NIEMBERGER ECK aED

294 LABO VOM SCHOLLWEIHER

150 CH KELLINPARK ICING ON THE CAKE AZ

291 VABLO VOM OSTERBERGER LAND

BREEDERS
577 SUNDANEKA
275 KUIRAU
233 FREEVALE

Pointscore rules can be found on the GSDL website.
For any further queries please contact the pointscore officer Cathy Shayler
Tel : 0418 288 371 E.mail : gsdz.cs@gmail.com

JUNIOR HANDLER 7-10YEARS POINTSCORE

JUNIOR HANDLER 10-13 YEARS POINTSCORE

17

BRODIE

11

PARIS

7

PARIS

7

JESSICA

1

BAILEY

JUNIOR HANDLER 13-19 YEARS POINTSCORE
6

HEIDE

Annual Report – Youth Officer

We have had a successful year within the portfolio. I would like to personally thank the multiple junior showmanship
judges that have taken the time to give back to their GSD community and support the youth. Your time is invaluable
and appreciated.
Some major achievements during the past year:

-

Aligning the junior showmanship to the current DogsNSW requirements
Advocating change to the junior showmanship GSDCA requirements to align with ANKC policy
Establishing a junior showmanship pointscore to align to GSDCA requirements

Thanks,

Kurt Morton

Annual Report – Show Secretary

It is with mixed feelings I write this report it is the last one I will be writing as I am not standing for the position this
year. My decision has got nothing to do with Age, infirmities, health reasons or the ability to do the job, I am Just
tired of fronting up to our events and except for the “usual few” getting very little support from our members
The Tiki Friezer Memorial Trial was a perfect example. 8 entries 1 steward (who is not even a member of our club)
who virtually ran the trial on her own. Very disappointing and embarrassing
We have had no social secretary this year and if not for Fay stokes and her family we would have had no canteen at
our shows
In spite of my complaints above We have managed to run the following show events (no of exhibits in brackets) this
financial year
December Open (38) and Sanction Show (85)
February Members Competition (97)

Easter Championship Show (177) and Trial (17)
June Open (51) and Sanction Show (99)
August State Breed (97)
October Championship Show (99) Trial (8) Members Competition (93)
My Thanks to Fay Stokes for her tireless work at shows. Our stewards this year Cathie Shayler, Caz Morris &
Matthew Morris who have “slotted in” whenever they could
Once more a special Thank You to Judy Connors for maintaining the vests in such good order.
My very good wishes to the incoming committee. Hopefully we will get some new and enthusiastic people and if I
can be of help at any time I am quite willing. I only want what is best for our breed and our club

Ann Mackenzie

Annual Report – Publicity

Our committee and members with their dogs have been busy throughout the year getting out among the public to
educate them on the qualities and versatility of the German Shepherd Dog in a variety of activities.
Our first event for the year was the Sydney Royal Easter Show which was attended by Pam and Terry Jarvis, Graeme
and Karen Stevenson and Deb Martin with three dogs in attendance. It was a very busy day with a lot of interest in
the German Shepherd and questions on training and what the GSDL has to offer to support them. The dogs were
fantastic ambassadors for the breed greeting people in wheelchairs, strollers and having many pats and cuddles.
On the 6th of May at Paws in the Park at Camden it was a more relaxed environment as the public brought their own
dogs to join in the activities and socialise. Thanks to the members who helped set up the stall and to Tony Darcy and
daughter Emma, Rodney and Di Coppini, Sonya and Ivan Pacek for bringing their dogs down and the support of Terry
Jarvis and Graeme Stevenson. We had a variety of dogs from pups to mature in both LSC and SC. Photos of our dogs
were also in the Camden Advertiser. As this was closer to the clubhouse there were more enquiries for membership
forms and club information. A very well-run event which was most enjoyable.
Dogs on Show organised by Dogs NSW at their grounds at
Orchard Hills on
that the public
16th June we had great exposure as we were one of 6 stands
had to visit to collect a sticker for the $250 Draw. Thanks to
Terry and Pam
Jarvis for helping on the stand. Thanks to Les and Marilyn
Nicholas, Tony
Darcy, Rodney and Di for bringing their dogs out to socialise
and to Teresa
and Wayne Curry and Deb Martin for visiting the stand with
their dogs.
Enquiries were about joining the club and wanting to come to
training for
those who had just purchased a puppy and general questions
on owning and
purchasing the breed.Our biggest event was the 2-day Sydney
Dog Lovers
th
th
Stevenson gave
Show at Moore Park on the 4 and 5 August. Graeme
a 15-minute session at Ask the Breeder about the breed on
both days and
Kathie Minton talked about obedience training on the
Saturday and
Yvonne Spek spoke and answered questions on Sunday.
Wayne
Wagstaff and Rose Camilleri had their German Shepherd, Kellie in the Blackhawk DockDogs where they launched off
a dock into a massive pool of water. It was a great team effort over the two days with setting up and packing away,
thanks to Tony Darcy, Pam and Terry Jarvis, Rodney and Di Coppini, Kathie, Yvonne and Graeme.

We had four half hour sessions at Pat-a-Pooch where visitors interacted with a variety of breeds up close. The dogs
lapped up all the attention. A very worthwhile event.
The final event for the year was Dogs in the Park at Penrith on the 16th September which was a new event for this
year. It was very beneficial to the club as it was only 10 kilometres from the clubhouse and gained new memberships
for the club for people wanting to use the obedience training. The dogs were very popular with the management
team and public. Many photos of the German Shepherds were on the Dogs in the Park Facebook page.
The public brought their own dogs to socialise as well so we were able to meet their German Shepherds and give
relevant advice. Thank you to Pam and Terry Jarvis, Lorraine Yates, Rodney and Di Coppini, Tony Darcy and Tom
Devine for helping with set up, talking to the public and bringing your dogs along. Next year they are holding a
similar event at St Ives as well which I have sent in an application form for. They are also introducing similar events
on the Central Coast if anyone is interested please let me know.

These events are terrific for bringing our dogs out into the public to display the lovely nature of the German
Shepherd but are also beneficial to the pups and dogs for their broader socialisation. If you are interested and are
available for any of the events next year either with or without a dog, please let it be known to the committee as all
are welcome. It is always popular to have young pups on the stand. The events will be advertised in Shepherd News,
Facebook and on the website. I have enjoyed my first year promoting the German Shepherds outside the show
environments and hope to be able to continue again next year. I really appreciated the support from my husband,
Graeme, at each event as there is a lot of carrying and lifting. If you hear of anything you think we should be involved
in let me know.

Karen Stevenson

Annual Report - Web Master

The GSDL web site is constantly being updated. Our current hosting company Netvitue is preforming very
well.
I recently added a tribute page to our “oldie” German Shepherds with 13’s Club Honour Roll page
https://gsdl.info/breed/13s-club-honour-roll
Fran McAdam

Annual Report – Training Co-Ordinator

I would like to give a huge Thank You to Tony d'Arcy and Yvonne Spek for their continued willingness to
instruct at Tuesday night training. A big thank you also to Wayne Wagstaff for taking classes and doing an
awesome job.
Thank you to Terry Jarvis, too, for stepping in when things were hectic and taking classes.
Tuesday training has taken new members on the first Tuesday of each month only, this has resulted in
more cohesive classes with less disruptions. Our nightly "Bone Awards" have proved popular with our
attendees, one winner per month receives free training the next month.
All classes are using the training equipment on a weekly basis, we are rotating the agility tunnel, the AFrame, the Rally O stations and the formal obedience jumps.
In regard to Rally O training we no longer are able to offer a dedicated lesson per month, since Tiki Friezer's
passing in May, Tiki had been taking a class each month since the start of the year.
I am taking all enquiries from our website regarding training and answering enquiries directly, it tends to
get busiest as the first Tuesday of the month draws near. There are still too many owners leaving the
training until their once sweet little pup is a ten month old unsocialised terror, whom they can no longer
walk or is removing their washing from the line through boredom.
If breeders could stress to their puppy buyers to get their pups out to socialise and training as soon as
possible then these pups could so much more easily become the best dog they can possibly be, and the
owner learns as well.
I attended the GSDCA national Obedience conference in Melbourne in October. I raised a few agenda
items and hope to have a national instructors training manual in operation in the near future, based on
GSDV model.
Regards,
Kathi Minton

Annual Report – President

Well that’s another one that has slipped by. The New Year did not start off well for the League with the loss
of our long term Treasurer Karen Eaton due to work commitments in February after 8 year in the job.
Thank you Karen for your support over the years and hope you find peace on the outside, and then a
resignation from the new treasurer that was appointed by the G.S.D.L. to take over from Karen and now to
our present appointment Lisa Yates who is bringing things together now.
I would like to thank our ever busy Secretary Fay Stokes who is at the sharp end of all that goes on in the
Club and Graeme Stevenson for their input during the year on the executive and along with Lisa Yates in
the Treasury department.
It would be remiss of me not to give a mention to our long standing Show Secretary Ann Mackenzie who
after 27 years has decided to retire from the position. Ann went through the highs and lows of the position
and was liked by all who came in contact with her. Thank you Ann for your sterling effort to remain in that
position for so long we wish you the best in your retirement.
The website is going well under the guidance of Fran McAdam who has as always put things up as we need
to notify members of things that are important. Face book has its own set of problems with people that
that go onto it sometimes with comments that could be taken up at General meetings and worked on
without all the who ha.
Fay Stokes, Graeme Stevenson and myself attended two National Council special meetings on behalf of the
League which also having problems with the ebb and flow of opinions on various subjects that will
eventually encompass all of you as members of the GSDL having to carry on into the future with the
attitude of the SV and WUSV pushing and basically threatening some countries around the World with
expulsion if they do not work to the program set in respect of IPO being a requirement for the progression
of it at the insistence of the S.V. & W.U.S.V. This has now been decided by the ANKC and was a resounding
no yet even though the SV & WUSV still think that they can bypass the GSDCA and roll on regardless when
they are dealing with an unrecognised organisation (ANKC). The mind boggles and the pressure keeps
coming, we just have to watch this space and hope that something will come to a head and hope soon it
will be sorted.
I would like to thank the Obedience crew on Tuesday nights the progress that is going on at the Erskine
Park Branch Tony D’Arcy, Kathy Minton, Evonne Speck and Wayne Wagstaff doing the instruction duties
and it’s good to see members enjoying their training with the variety now available for them and their
dogs.
The League again has been involved in a number of promotional events during the year which proved
successful in promoting the German Shepherd Dog to the public. This area of publicity and promotion is
ably run by Karen Stevenson and it is building more as we are going along Thank you Karen and Graeme,
Dianne & Rodney Coppini, Tony D’Arcy, Evonne Speck , Kathy Minton Pam Jarvis a big thank you to all of
you and those members that dropped by with their dogs it all helps out and the general public do like to
pat a Shepherd and the amount of people who join the club from these events is quite pleasing, it is well
worth the effort and as I said the members involved in these days your help on the days is greatly
appreciated.
We are now looking forward to our December Sanction Show with Ms Joanne Cathie doing the honours,
and Mrs J Bettison doing the Open Show I hope the weather is kind to us with regards to the heat and

following on from the Christmas events we are looking to run a members competition like last year as a
fore runner leading up to our Easter Show with an S.V. Judge adjudicating at this show giving exhibitors
two good pipe cleaners and then on to the National in Victoria. The October two day show weekend has
come and gone with one of our newer Judges doing the honours with Jessica Kada doing the Open Show
and Mr Ian Urie doing the Championship Show both met with approval from the exhibitors
congratulations to both of them and congratulations to the placegetters.
I would like to thank all of the committee for their diligence to their positions over the last year and to the
members that did not need to be asked to lend a hand at the shows.
I have one comment to make and that is at our October Show we held on the Saturday the Tiki Friezer
Memorial Trial to the tune of eight entries in the whole Trial with only one pass and to get such a poor
entry for a lady that worked for the Club over a lot of years and I think that the obedience fraternity has
done themselves a disservice and should take a good look at themselves. If you want different Judges to do
the trials for goodness come to the meetings that we have to elect them and put them up. The trials lately
have been very poor in numbers, if you have the answers to why we do not get the entries write me a
letter or send me an email so we can turn this around, support your own breed the German Shepherd.
Congratulations to Nad Nahas for his win and Excellent on the day.
Terry Jarvis

NAD NAHAS WITH SINGHA GREY MIST – MEMORIAL TRIAL WINNER, 192 POINTS EXCELLENT

Annual Report – Secretary

Another year is drawing to a close and again a very busy year with a great volume of correspondence being
dealt with both incoming and outgoing.
During the year we have had to operate our finances in a somewhat blind fashion with the Treasurer’s
position having been changed three times. As a result of this we have extended the date of the AGM in
order to try and have a financial report ready. To this end the Management Committee have put all
account books into the hands of an Accountant who is bringing things up-to-date and at the same time
simplifying our accounting system which has over the years become almost a position that requires a fully
trained accountant However we are fortunate to have this lady who will enable this position to be
handled by any member of the League, the same as any other dog club, with the books ready to present
for audit prior to the AGM.
The League was bequeathed as sole beneficiary to a very large monetary valued estate however this has
now been contested by family member and is at present in the hands of a Solicitor and the League will be
guided by him in the settlement of this estate. The League will most certainly benefit from the kindness of
this member.
I would like to thank those members leaving the committee for their assistance during the past year in
assisting the smooth running of the League.
We are losing our Show Secretary of over 27 years who has decided to retire and I am sure Ann will be
missed by all and, as she has stated, she is not ill she is just retiring. We are fortunate in having Leeanne
Lynch step into the position of Show Secretary as position which she has carried out for many years in the
Newcastle & Hunter Club.
We do still need assistance in the area of the canteen which is not run as a restaurant but as a service to
members in supplying drinks and light refreshments and any offers of assistance in this area would be
greatly appreciated.
With our Puppy Listings service I would ask that members avail themselves of this free service as we get
many enquiries for puppies and it is far better to have a list of members with puppies available to give out
to these people.
A very Merry Christmas to all members and a great New Year.
Fay Stokes
Secretary

Annual Report – Breed Affairs

We have conducted quite a number of very successful Breed Surveys over the past twelve months and it
appears the new concept of passing rather than the Class l and 2 has been very well accepted.
I did attend the Breed Commission Meeting and the Minutes from that meeting are on the League’s
website.
My portfolio as League Secretary limits the time I have to put into Breed Affairs insofar as arranging
lectures etc., and for this reason I have nominated Jo Cathie for this position who I am sure will provide
members with a lot of interesting lectures and events through the year.
Thank you to those members presenting their dogs for survey and I look forward to seeing you all next
year.
Fay Stokes
Annual Report - Microchip Registrar

This portfolio is the renaming of Tattoo Registrar after the microchip number became the main form of
identification for the German Shepherd Council of Australia.
A more appropriate name should be “Identification Registrar” as it covers Microchip, Tattoo (For those
breeders that wish to continue with this form of identification as well) and likely to include a DNA profiling
service.
This financial year a total of 116 puppies were tattooed and 28 microchipped from reports received. Most
breeders utilise their vets for Microchipping at the time of inoculations. As tattooing is rapidly declining,
the use of GSDL microchips will most likely follow the same path. The income from tattooing is being
allocated to the welfare account.
Puppy Books and GSDL Bags are under the Merchandising Portfolio.
As DNA parentage is being introduced for puppy registrations I would imagine that this portfolio may
include volunteering GSDL members that are Orivet DNA agent. I have been accepted by Orivet as a DNA
collecting agent.
Thank you to those members who volunteer their time.

Graeme Stevenson

GSDL NSW CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW AND TIKI FREIZER MEMORIAL TRIAL – OCT 13TH 2018
CLASS WINNERS (unfortunately no photographer covered the October shows in full for Shep news)
JUDGED BY Mr IAN URIE (Vic)
BABY LSH MALE – CINDERHOF NOXX
BABY LSH FEMALE – VLADIMIR ONCE YOU GO BLACK
BABY SC MALE – JAKNELL NO QUESTIONS ASKED – BABY IN SHOW
BABY SC FEMALE – KINGVALE MAXIMUM IMPACT
MINOR PUPPY LSH MALE – SUNDANEKA RIO GRANDE
MINOR PUPPY LSH FEMALE – VONOHANA KONO
MINOR PUPPY SC MALE – HAUSILLEVON REY – MINOR PUPPY IN SHOW
MINOR PUPPY SC FEMALE – BOSSFACE BOOM BOOM BABY
PUPPY LSH MALE – KUIRAU ORLANDO
PUPPY LSH FEMALE – CRYTARA PINK SOX
PUPPY SC MALE – SUNDANEKA NOTORIOUS THUNDA
PUPPY SC FEMALE – CINDERHOF BELLATRIXX – PUPPY IN SHOW AND RES CHALLENGE
JUNIOR LSH MALE – CINDERHOF VANDAAL AZ – JUNIOR IN SHOW
JUNIOR LSH FEMALE – HERZIG LIKEA DREAM COME TRUE
JUNIOR SC MALE – SHARDON ULTIMATE FORCE
JUNIOR SC FEMALE – SHARDON UNDER MY SPELL AZ
INTERMEDIATE LSH MALE – LAGO HUGO BOSS AZ
INTERMEDIATE LSH FEMALE – FREMONT WILDEST DREAMS AZ – INTER IN SHOW AND RES CHALLENGE
INTERMEDIATE SC MALE – KHANIQUE LAZARO AZ
INTERMEDIATE SC FEMALE – *SUNDANEKA BAILEYS ON ICE AZ
OPEN LSH MALE – *CH SIOBAHN GREYT IMPACT AZ – CHALLENGE DOG
OPEN LSH FEMALE – *JAKNELL RUBY TUESDAY AZ - CHALLENGE BITCH
OPEN SC MALE – *BOSSFACE BARAK – OPEN IN SHOW, CHALLENGE DOG AND BEST IN SHOW
OPEN SC FEMALE – *SUNDANEKA TEQUILA SUNRISE AZ, CHALLENGE BITCH AND RUP BEST IN SHOW
RES CHALLENGE LSH MALE – 2ND OPEN *CH BABANGA QUINTESSENTIAL AZ
RES CHALLENGE SC MALE – 2ND OPEN *CH KUIRAU CASEY STONER AZ
JUNIOR HANDLERS
JUDGED BY JESS LYNCH
7-10YRS – 1ST BRODIE M
10-13YRS – 1ST PARIS T
13-18YRS -1ST HEIDE
OBEDIENCE TRIAL
SINGHA GREY MIST – OPEN – 192 POINTS / EXCELLENT

GSDL NSW MEMBERS COMPETITION – OCT 14TH 2018
CLASS WINNERS (unfortunately no photographer covered the October shows in full for Shep news)
JUDGED BY Miss JESS KADA (NSW)
BABY LSH MALE – SIOBAHN BOHEMIAN DECREE
BABY LSH FEMALE – VLADIMIR ONCE YOU GO BLACK
BABY SC MALE – BABANGA VIN DEISEL
BABY SC FEMALE – FREMONT MYSTIQUE
MINOR PUPPY LSH MALE – SUNDANEKA RIO GRANDE
MINOR PUPPY LSH FEMALE – VONOHANA KONO
MINOR PUPPY SC MALE – HAUSILLEVON REY
MINOR PUPPY SC FEMALE – BOSSFACE BOOM BOOM BABY
PUPPY LSH MALE – KUIRAU ORLANDO
PUPPY LSH FEMALE – CRYTARA PINK SOX
PUPPY SC MALE – SUNDANEKA NOTORIOUS THUNDA
PUPPY SC FEMALE – CINDERHOF BELLATRIXX
JUNIOR LSH MALE – CINDERHOF VANDAAL AZ
JUNIOR LSH FEMALE – LINDENELM FANCY TICKLED PINK
JUNIOR SC MALE – SHARDON ULTIMATE FORCE
JUNIOR SC FEMALE – SHARDON UNDER MY SPELL AZ
INTERMEDIATE LSH MALE – LAGO HUGO BOSS AZ
INTERMEDIATE LSH FEMALE – CRYTARA SILK SOX AZ
INTERMEDIATE SC MALE – KHANIQUE LAZARO AZ AND BEST DOG
INTERMEDIATE SC FEMALE – VLADIMIR LEGEN WAITFORIT DARY AZ RES BEST BITCH
OPEN LSH MALE – *CH SIOBAHN GREYT IMPACT AZ BEST DOG
OPEN LSH FEMALE – *KUIRAU KRISTEN AZ
OPEN SC MALE – *FREINHAUF HANNIBAL AZ RES BEST DOG
OPEN SC FEMALE – *LAWINE TAKIRA AZ BEST BITCH

MEMBERS PLEASE NOTE
A NEW GSDCA DATABASE ACCESS PASSWORD IS
AVAILABLE FROM THE LEAGUE SECRETARY IF YOU
HAVE NOT RECEIVED IT YET

Club Contacts – committee
PRESIDENT

TERRY JARVIS

0247739364
0407271418

tepe@bigpond.net.au

VICE PRESIDENT

GRAEME STEVENSON

0294501639

sundaneka@optusnet.com.au

SECRETARY

FAY STOKES

0247304013
0401019213
23 Ariel Cres, Cranebrook, NSW 2749

faystokes@dodo.com.au

TREASURER

LISA YATES

0409326779

vonohana@gmail.com

SHOW MANAGER

TONY D’ÄRCY

0996701971
0418618817

adsms1@bigpond.com

SHOW SECRETARY

ANN MACKENZIE

0245799383

druann36@bigpond.com

MERCHANDISING

PAM JARVIS

0247739364
0407271418

tepe@bigpond.net.au

POINT SCORE

CATHY SHAYLER

0418288371

gsdz.cs@gmail.com

TRAINING CO-ORD

KATHIE MINTON

SHEPHERD NEWS

JO CATHIE

0423700293

ljcathie@outlook.com

MEMBERSHIP REG

MARILYN NICHOLAS

0428218287
0248839220

skylinefreight@bigpond.com

PUPPY LISTINGS

MARILYN NICHOLAS

details as above

WEBMASTER

FRAN MCADAM

SOCIAL SECRETART

TBA

PUBLICITY

KAREN STEVENSON

0294501639

BREED AFFAIRS

FAY STOKES

details as above

WELFARE LIASON

LISA YATES

details as above

STATE BR SURVEY
COORDINATOR

FAY STOKES

details as above

Kathleen.minton@det.nsw.edu.au

frances@bigpond.net.au

sundaneka@optusnet.com.au

STATE HD ED SCHEME CARYL MORRIS
ADMINISTRATOR

0247740286

freevale@hn.ozemail.com.au

YOUTH OFFICER

0410691873

kurt.morton@hotmail.com

KURT MORTON

Training Branches
Erskine Park –

manager Terry Jarvis – contact details above
Training co-ordinator Kathie Minton – contact details as above

Mid North Coast-

manager Jo Cathie – contact details above
Secretary Leeanne Lynch – tel : 0417 414 285
Email : leeannelynch@hotmail.com

IMPORTANT NOTICES
FREE FOR MEMBERS
Puppy Listings, Breeders Directory & Stud Dog Listings are FREE to all members with only the normal
criteria to apply. These are that Breeders must be current financial members, Stud dogs must be hip and
elbow x-rayed and Breed Surveyed and for Puppy listings both parents must be X-rayed and Breed
Surveyed. To obtain these free listings for the Stud Dog Directory and the Breeders Directory,
email Fran McAdam at frances@bigpond.net.au
For Puppy Listings contact Marilyn Nicholas skylinefreight@bigpond.com - Puppy Listings will remain in
place for 6 weeks. Please take full advantage of these free services and make our webpage a better source
of information for visitors. With Stud Dog listings please also include a photo of your Dog.

DATES FOR YOUR
DIARY
GSDL COMING EVENTS
SAT 24TH NOV

BREED SURVEY

11AM – 1PM
CLUB GROUNDS
BILL SPILLSTEAD CANINE COMPLEX
44 LUDDENHAM ROAD, ORCHARD HILLS

THURS 29TH NOV

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

8PM – 11PM
CLUB GROUNDS
BILL SPILLSTEAD CANINE COMPLEX
44 LUDDENHAM ROAD, ORCHARD HILLS

SAT 8TH DEC

GSDL CHRISTMAS PRESENTATION 7PM – 11PM
CLUB GROUNDS
BILL SPILLSTEAD CANINE COMPLEX
44 LUDDENHAM ROAD, ORCHARD HILLS

SAT 15TH DEC

GSDL OPEN AND SANCTION SHOWS

Sanction Show judge - Jo Cathie SV (NSW)
Open Show – Mrs L Bettison (NSW)
CLUB GROUNDS
BILL SPILLSTEAD CANINE COMPLEX
44 LUDDENHAM ROAD, ORCHARD HILLS

IMPORTANT DATE FOR YOUR DIARY

IMPORTANT NOTICE RE AGM 29.11.18
Hereby the positions being contested for the GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG LEAGUE OF
NSW Committee 2019 at the upcoming Annual General Meeting.
VICE PRESIDENT

-Melanie Groth
-Matt Morris

TREASURER

-Lisa Yates
-Matt Morris

SHOW MANAGER

-Les Nicholas
-Paul Murray

POINSCORE

-Cathy Shayler
-Deb Martin

HD/ED REG

Caryl Morris
-Jess Kada

The following positions will be filled, uncontested :
PRESIDENT

-Terry Jarvis

SECRETARY

-Fay Stokes

BREED AFFAIRS

-Jo Cathie

SHOW SEC

-Leeanne Lynch

WEBMASTER

-Fran McAdam

MERCHANDISING

-Pam Jarvis

MICROCHIP REG

-Graeme Stevenson

PUBLICITY

-Karen Stevenson

PUPPY LIST

-Marilyn Nicholas

MEMBERSHIP REG

-Marilyn Nicholas

SHEPHERD NEWS

-Jo Cathie

TRAINING CO-ORD

-Kathi Minton

The position of Youth Officer, Social Secretary and Welfare remain open.

The German Shepherd Dog League of NSW ’13 Club’
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING GERMAN SHEPHERDS WHO HAVE REACHED THE RIPE
OLD AGE OF 13 YEARS OR MORE FOR THEIR GSDL NSW MEMBER OWNERS – THESE AND EACH
NEW MEMBER OF OUR 13 CLUB WILL BE PRESENTED WITH A CERTIFICATE FROM THE CLUB TO
MARK REACHING THIS MILESTONE FOR GSDS. MANY CONGRATULATIONS – OLD IS GOLD!

Ch Carobria Krispy Kreme ET AZ BSCL 1 MULTI EXCELLENT
Dob – 29.6.04 – photo aged 14 years

Ch Turnberry Jacklyn AZ
Dob – 05.12.04 – owners Ezmae & Mick Theris, Bossface GSD

Druann Anji
Dob – 03.02.04 – owner Ann MacKenzie

Druann Jacko
Dob – 03.09.05 – owner Ann MacKenzie

Please make us aware when any of your beloved shepherd family reach 13 years of age.

The German Shepherd Dog League of NSW inc. would like to
take this opportunity to congratulate our members on a hugely
successful year and wish each of you continued success into the
next.

PLEASE NOTE – FOR THOSE WHO HAVE NOT RENEWED THEIR LEAGUE
MEMEBERSHIP THIS WILL BE THE LAST SHEPHERD NEWS /
CORRESPONDANCE YOU WILL RECEIVE.
RENEWALS ARE NOW OVERDUE - HOWEVER THERE IS A RENEWAL FORM ON THE SAME
EMAIL AS THIS EDITION OF SHEPHERD NEWS - IF YOU RETURN THIS WITH PAYMENT
IMMEDIATELY YOU WILL NOT HAVE TO REJOIN.
ONLY FINANCIAL MEMBERS CAN VOTE AT THE AGM
NO RENEWALS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE AGM

ALSO – MEMBERS PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE WILL BE A LEAGUE
GENERAL MEETING ON MONDAY 14TH JANUARY TO VOTE ON ITEMS FOR
THE NATIONAL COUNCILS FEBUARY AGM

